
REMINDER: Process, Process, Process
This article is just a reminder of what we’ve been told in the past – i.e. “Process, Process, Process”.

That message originally came from Lance Wallnau in his DVD teaching, ‘Seven Mountain Mandate’1. He
let us know that everything that happens to us is about the processes Father is using to mold2 and shape
us, so we become the person he wants us to be. It’s essential that we see this fact in our lives.

We must embrace everything that happens to us and in us, so we don’t resist what Father is doing. Of
course, that requires us to discern what’s actually going on. However, we don’t need to go headlong into
spiritual warfare (a la pentecostal style) every time something goes awry. That’s what we’ve been taught,
but it’s not the Kingdom way.

When anything that’s happening does not seem ‘good’, we need to position ourselves properly. We can’t
make assumptions – none at all. The best thing to do is:

• Lean into the King as the supplier of all your needs
• Let him be your defender and justifier
• Ask him if there’s anything he wants you to know about the situation
• Listen for an answer
• Remain in rest (i.e. maintain your rest/peace)
• Allow the situation to work itself out while you do what you’re shown to do (or say)

It’s  only when we completely surrender to Father and allow him to do what he wants to do that we
actually start to (or continue to) mature as a son.

Finally, as Lance Wallnau taught us:

“Enjoy the process.”

Yes, we have to learn to enjoy the process, ‘suck it up’ and endure any chagrin3 that takes place. That’s
exactly what Jesus did in Gethsemane. We can do it too, but it takes humility and a ‘hands off’ mentality
to achieve the results in us that Father is wanting.
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(Readers will need to look up for themselves any scriptures alluded to in this document)

1 – DVD Set published by Morning Star Ministries
      store.morningstarministries.org/collections/teaching/products/7-mountain-mandate-3-volume-special-volumes-123?variant=27822926467 
      [SHORT: “The 7 Mountains Mandate”     www.youtube.com/watch?v=cZ1h8-WMMUQ ]
2 – Mould is a fungus.
3 – Intense pain
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